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Details of Visit:

Author: Wisdomgain
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 3 Apr 2014 6:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 230
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

I was given very good directions , parking was easy loads! Only a small walk from the train staton
.Easy access and discrete entrance to building .lovely apartment ,very clean , and out of the way ,all
facilities were avail shower etc on arrival .

The Lady:

Perfect match to her profile ,greeted with a beautiful smile ! Stunning to be honest,5'6 taller with
heels , very pretty wearing exactly which was asked for.Put me at ease straight away .she English
White with a dark bob.everything I was hoping for so not disappointing .

The Story:

Met at the door and thought wow ! I've seen different escorts before but I seem to just click with this
lady ,so polite happy and inviting I felt at ease.I asked paige to dress in a tight dress which she did
amazing , curves and large breasts all in portion , basque and stockings black I could see the
silhouette of the fabulous underwear .heels every lady should wear as finishes off a lady's figure just
right .very pretty kind of olive skin .was then offered a drink which was relaxing .Then sat for a while
together putting the worlds to rights with music in the back ground .i was already aroused from
Paige's gentle touch which is really lovely.Then paige suggested we move to the bedroom to be
more comfortable .which I was already aroused to do so.So off we went with a rather large smile on
my face .
So we began to undress and we laid on the bed as the room was warm we then got to the naughty
bits .paige laid back and I gently caressed her body then gently went down on her ,her skin was so
soft and the intimate parts we'll go try yourself ! to die for ! She started to get wet and her moans
was rather nice to hear . So then my turn and boy I was looking so forward to it as hard as I could
be I xknew I needed to make sure it wasn't over too quick ! So as we did owo it was amazing and I
actually slowed her down as she is very good at this and I wanted it to last to enjoy it as much as I
can in the time provided .so from then on we had intercourse in a few positions which we both
enjoyed . ALOT !
Anyway we both came and I felt at ease and very satisfied .

Then offered a shower and then had a drink and chat before leaving which I left with a rather big
smile on my face !
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I'd say give paige a try she's fantastic and she makes you feel so at ease ,and very special . Very
naughty too so not just a pretty face !!!! 
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